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Church Secretary’s musings… in lockdown
Normally on this page I would be writing about things that have been going on in church, in
deacons’ meetings etc. But as things aren’t very normal at the moment, I am going to have to be a
bit more creative!
As you know, the last service in Canton Uniting took place on 15th March, when things were
changing rapidly, and government and denominational advice was being updated almost by the
hour. By the end of that week, we found ourselves in a position when the church was instructed to
close, before we were able to even say ‘au revoir’ properly to one another.
Outside of church, everything seemed to be stopping. In our family, activities were being cancelled
one by one – cubs, guides, ballet (as Chapter closed),… and then the Welsh Government announced
that by Friday 20th March, all Welsh schools were to be closed. This had quite an impact on our
family, as you can imagine!
By Monday 23rd March, Isobel was in possession of a new laptop (thank goodness we bought it for
her, as otherwise I don’t know how we would have coped – everything is set online from schools)
and we were all home schooling. Isobel and Alistair have been set what sometimes feels like
mountains of work to complete – and sometimes completing it feels as arduous as climbing a
mountain! They are both, on the whole, coping well with this new way of schooling (one is a bit
more of a slippery character than the other…) and we have tried to enjoy the more creative aspects
of this as much as we can. Last week, Alistair was given various tasks on the theme of famous
Welsh artists, and he focused on Kyffin Williams. One of the tasks was to copy a piece of his art, so
we got the pastels out and Alistair and I enjoyed some time together, copying one of his
masterpieces – this is Alistair’s reproduction!
When he isn’t being sat on to get some school work done, Alistair can be found playing with his
trains – taking over the house with them to be honest. Quite happy with his life and not the slightest
bit interested in going back to school!
Isobel has discovered the kitchen since lockdown, and has on several occasions wowed us with her
creations (long may this last!). I am sure she will share the recipes if you ask her! Here are some
pics of her bread, pineapple upside down cake and prawn and bacon pasta alfredo. Yummy.

The children and I have been doing
Sunday school using the Roots material
most Sundays – it’s not quite like being
with friends in church but we manage!

Alistair’s reproduction of a Kyffin Williams painting

Rob was in work for a couple of weeks
but has been furloughed since the
middle of April. Not one to miss an
opportunity, he has been tasked with
several long-overdue DIY jobs, so now
we have a newly-painted bedroom, as
well as front and back of the house. If
only we could have visitors for a
barbecue so we could show it off!
Isobel is eyeing up having her room

done next ...
I have been working from home, setting work for classes and attempting to run my department
remotely. The biggest challenge has been producing predicted grades for the GCSE and A-level
classes whose exams were cancelled, and putting the entire year group in rank order – no mean feat
when we have 357 students in year 11, and a department of 15 staff to bring together. I have been
very conscious of the fact that, by nature of circumstance, all of the work we have been set requires
the internet to access it, and this is not easy for so many children, even in my school. How difficult
it must be for families where there are 3 or 4 children, sharing maybe 1 computer if they are lucky.
How difficult it must be for parents who are working from home, or who don’t have the skills to
support their children’s learning.
When I am not working I have been enjoying catching up on
books that have been gathering dust, and finishing off my crafty
UFOs (unfinished objects!). I am pleased to report that I
managed to finish a crocheted blanket and have now started on a
scarf for a birthday present.
Our dog, Bonnie, gives us a lot of pleasure as we take her for
family walks each day, and we are regularly entertained by her obsession with our cats, who are
deeply unimpressed by her every move.
We are all Zooming – pretty much every day it seems – catching up with friends, meetings in work,
piano, flute, ballet and my Welsh lessons! Although we are all missing friends, family and normal
life, we can be thankful that the technology exists for us not to be isolated in isolation. We even had
a Zoom deacons meeting a couple of weeks ago, to discuss progress that is being made with the
development project for the garden and rear of the church.
So life in the Harding house is different, but not worse. We are making the most of the unusual time
we are spending together, enjoying one another’s company (most of the time!) and trying to make
memories of the strange year that 2020 is turning out to be!

Staying connected during the COVID-19 pandemic
What does it mean to be the church when we can’t be together?
In November 1918, as the Spanish flu was spreading in waves across the country, the Century
criticized an Illinois church that had decided to conduct a public worship service against the orders
of local health authorities. “When religion is inevitably tied up with a ‘meeting house,’ the closing of
public worship means a separation from God,” the editors wrote. “But when religion concerns itself
chiefly with human welfare interpreted from the divine standpoint, we are unwilling that one single
person should die of an epidemic for the sake of an ordinance or a theory.”
A century later, American congregations (and congregations worldwide) are faced with similar
concerns about what it means to be church during a pandemic. As a dangerous new coronavirus
spreads and churches shut their doors, conversations about how to administer communion safely
have shifted to a new set of questions: What might it look like to celebrate Easter without gathering
in person? How can my congregation survive the loss of Sunday offerings for so many weeks?
What kind of pastoral support can we give to those members whose only social interactions
happen at church? How can we keep feeding our hungry neighbors when our soup kitchen is shut
down?
These questions are painful. Christianity is, at its heart, an incarnational faith. Worship embodies
the belief that God’s grace comes through physical contact: water trickling down a forehead, bread
dissolving on a tongue, wine tickling the back of a throat, one person’s hand squeezing another’s.
While the closing of public worship and church-based outreach don’t mean separation from God,
there is real grief around the suspension of these tangible forms of connection to Christ, to others,
and to the world.
A global pandemic is laying bare what the church has long confessed: all people are deeply and
inextricably connected to one another, like branches on a vine. In light of the mutual vulnerability
our interconnection creates, many Christians are making difficult choices about how to continue to
be the body of Christ in the world.
COVID-19 is laying bare what the church has long confessed: all people are connected.
The second wave of Spanish flu closures hit some congregations just as Advent was promising to
give way to Christmas. On December 19, 1918, the Century noted one church’s plans to leave
Sunday school materials, booklets from the local missionary society, and instructions for home
worship on front doorsteps. “Machinery has been set in motion for the use of the telephone to carry
church news concerning the sick and the needy,” the editors added.
One “use of the telephone” that’s now emerging is the live streaming of worship services.
Judicatories, church publishing houses, and musical copyright holders are assisting in these
efforts. It will take our best and most creative thinking to set in motion continual care for the sick
and needy as well.
It remains the church's work to nurture human connections with God and with others—even in
times of physical separation. As the editors put it in 1918, “It will be a mistake to accept this as a
vacation time for religion.”
A version of this article appears in the print edition under the title “Being the church without being
together.”

Some things in the garden are looking rosy!
This is an incredibly difficult time for everyone, and we may very well feel that our ‘real life’
has been put on hold. However, this week I feel excited – I have a very real sense of hope
and new possibilities for our future together as a church family at Canton Uniting.
For those of you who may not know, I was asked to chair a small group that has been
tasked by the church and deacons with moving our development project forward. The
purpose of this is to revitalise the whole church site - refurbishing the sanctuary and
providing new, flexible indoor spaces that can be used by the church and the community,
alongside a properly landscaped garden.
We want our church site to be a visible sign of our commitment to the community: creating
a place of beauty and reflection and enhancing local facilities. We want to demonstrate our
stewardship of God’s creation and commitment to tackling climate change by ensuring that
our development is as sustainable as possible, with a goal of being carbon neutral.
Along with others, I have been involved since Canton Uniting first united in trying to help
the church to put its mission into practice through the way we develop and use our
buildings. We have had many highs and lows during this time. We have had successes.
But we have also made plans and then, for reasons beyond our control, we have not been
able to follow through. I know that many people have felt frustrated by this.
However, we now have a very real opportunity to move things forward. We have enough
money in our building fund to develop the site. We have a new vision for the central part
that the church garden can play. We have had a very positive response from both church
members and community members to our plans.
So this week, we took another step forward. Chris Atherton has been doing a sterling job
as project manager, and just before we went into lockdown, he put out an invitation for
architect firms to express their interest in being our design team. With the wonders of
modern technology, we were able to ‘meet’ the interested firms, to receive their
presentations and explore their ideas and plans for working with us. One firm stood out,
and gave us a real sense of excitement about the possibilities for developing the site in
innovative ways.
However, we have both an obligation and a commitment to bring recommendations in
relation to all major decisions to the church for agreement. So how do we do this when we
can’t physically get together for a church meeting? The deacons considered this very
carefully, listened to advice from the denominations, and came to the conclusion that we
needed to be creative. They have come up with a plan to make sure that everyone has a
chance to take part in making decisions. First, they will be sending information out in
writing using ‘snail mail’ and email. Then there will be a church meeting on Zoom, planned
for 23rd June, for those who can make it. But in preparation for that, deacons will also be
consulting people who can’t access Zoom by talking to them within buddy groups and feed
those views in.

The first decision will be about the design team – does the church agree with our
recommendation? Chris is writing a report which will go first to the deacons, and then if
they agree to the church. This will all be happening in the next few weeks, so look out for
it! We want to be able to give the successful firm the go-ahead by 24th June so that they
can start work as soon as possible.
But this is just the start of our journey together. Remember, we aren’t making any
decisions about what the new buildings and garden will look like at this stage. We are just
choosing the design team that we feel will do the best job of helping us to develop our
plans and realise our vision. There will be plenty more opportunities for you to feed in to
this process, to ask questions and suggest ideas for what things could look like before we
approve the actual plans.
We want you to be involved, every step of the way. We can still take important steps, even
though we are not able to meet at present. We can plan and pray and start to prepare for a
time when we will be able to be together again physically – and I hope that you will share
the same sense of excitement that I am feeling now about what we can achieve together!
Ceri George
______________________________________________________________________________

Views of the CUC Community Garden

Financial Update, 2019
Income

Table comparing income in 2018 and 2019

Income overall was up in 2019 compared to 2018, however this was mostly due to Hall
rentals increase of £14,500 and donations increase of £10,500. We must be aware
however that this year, 2020 the hall rentals will be heavily reduced due to the CV19
situation and again will be heavily reduced when the next phase of building work begins.

Expenditure

Table comparing expenditure in 2018 and 2019

Expenditure over the two years is roughly the same. The graphs do show an increased
expenditure in 2019 of just over £12,000 however this is down to money being transferred
from the account to the buildings account (Utility refund and donations) so in real terms the
expenditure in 2019 is less than 2018. The main difference in the expenditure graph is that
of Admin and Energy cost this is due to Insurance being registered in "Energy" in 2018
and "Admin" in 2019
I am very pleased to inform the memberships that we have been successful in retrieving
our gift aid claims for the previous 4 years. Unfortunately we lost a few years due to the 4
year cut off.

I have managed to claim in total just under £30,000. The majority of this has gone back
into our building funds account which shouldn't be used for general accounts.
I would also like to let you know what I have put in place to see us through these strange
times. I have negotiated with URC to temporarily reduce our payments, although the full
amount will eventually have to be paid. I have temporarily suspended the cleaning contract
and URC have donated 25% of the first 3 months standing charges for our church - as
Tesco says - every little helps!
Bev Kibble
________________________________________________________________________
Happy Bags
Through our daughter’s church in Birmingham we
have met, and come to know, a wonderful lady
named Vera. Vera, who is approaching her 90th
birthday, took up quilting when she retired from
teaching. As Vera cared for her husband during a
lengthy illness she was unable to continue with her
quilting, but since being widowed Vera’s talents
have been put to good use. Every week Vera
makes a “Happy Bag” for the local Food Bank. The
bags are discreetly placed in the food collection box
of her church and are given freely to people who
have to rely on the Food Bank, many of whom are
embarrassed at having to do so. The Happy Bags,
so beautifully made, show that someone really cares. They also mean that plastic carrier
bags are unnecessary. Reducing the use of plastic, and thus caring for the environment,
are also things that Vera is passionate about. Volunteers from the Food Bank have sent
messages to Vera expressing the thanks of the recipients. To know that someone cares so
much has a lasting effect.
You may not sew, but you may know someone who does. Perhaps you have a friend,
relative, neighbour or someone from your church who may be able to help. Many of us
have time on our hands during the current lockdown and may be able to try our hands at
projects we would not have considered before. You may have other ideas such as knitted
or crocheted bags.
With the current situation an increasing number of people have come to rely on Food
Banks, and Vera’s out-put of Happy Bags has increased. Then, recently Vera’s neighbour
mentioned that in the hospital where he is a surgeon, staff needed draw-string cotton bags
to take home clothing that needed washing. So Vera diversified, cut up some of her
un-used sheets and began to make the bags. Vera is an inspiration to us all.
Rowena Davies

Loren Eiseley tells the story of the “star thrower”:
“Once upon a time, there was a wise man who used to go to the ocean to do his writing.
He had a habit of walking on the beach before he began his work.
One day, as he was walking along the shore, he looked down the beach and saw a human
figure moving like a dancer. He smiled to himself at the thought of someone who would
dance to the day, and so, he walked faster to catch up.
As he got closer, he noticed that the figure was that of a young man, and that what he was
doing was not dancing at all. The young man was reaching down to the shore, picking up
small objects, and throwing them into the ocean.
He came closer still and called out "Good morning! May I ask what it is that you are
doing?"
The young man paused, looked up, and replied "Throwing starfish into the ocean."
"I must ask, then, why are you throwing starfish into the ocean?" asked the somewhat
startled wise man.
To this, the young man replied, "The sun is up and the tide is going out. If I don't throw
them in, they'll die."
Upon hearing this, the wise man commented, "But, young man, do you not realize that
there are miles and miles of beach and there are starfish all along every mile? You can't
possibly make a difference!"
At this, the young man bent down, picked up yet another starfish, and threw it into the
ocean. As it met the water, he said, "It made a difference for that one.”
In these days of social isolation you’ve learned what it feels like to “make a difference to
that one,” that one, in this case, being you. Sometimes you may feel like Macaulay Culkin
in “Home Alone” with the corona virus just outside your door, on the attack.
Will you fall sick? If you do, will you be among the fortunate few at a time of peak infection
to be allocated one of the rare respirators? We try to save people one at a time. You are
playing your part to save yourself, and like that kid in the “Where’s Wally?” cartoons you
hope someone will find you in this over-crowded pandemic.
It could be that the community, not the individual, is the essential unit of salvation. If we
really are trying to save lives, maybe we have to think about changing many elements of a
single community, in a systematic way, at a steady pace.
That different way of thinking is precisely what this corona virus crisis is teaching us. The
heroic effort you take in trying to stay isolated is a social responsibility. The amount of
money being allocated to support the economically vulnerable is a social responsibility—at
the end of the day it is a commitment to support one another in the taxes we pay. The
supermarkets are joining this effort by organising the way we shop. I saw a guard outside
Tesco's supervising when people could go in the store, with people queueing outside two
yards apart like cars waiting to get into a parking garage. Laide brought us a pack of

tinned salmon from Costco—only one pack because they were limiting what you could
buy. Some brilliant engineers in the racing car industry have figured out how to make
inexpensive, easily produced CPAPs (continuous
positive airway pressure machines) that can pump
oxygen and so relieve the need for expensive,
difficult-to-produce respirators. Look around you and
you can see a community coming together in ways it
rarely does. And it’s not just OUR community. How can
we get connected to what is going to happen to Yemen
or the Côte d’Ivoire or Haiti? A friend of mine has just
conducted his last service in Nigeria—three baptisms,
a limited congregation spread out in social
distancing—and is reluctantly flying home to Germany
this week. Where are the connections? How big is the
community that needs to work together in a global
crisis?
Let’s remember the words of Ephesians 4: “You must no longer live as the Gentiles live,
alienated from the life of God, for we are members one of another.” This is our new life in
Christ. I deeply hope the lesson sticks if and when this crisis bows over. —Tom Arthur
_______________________________________________________________________
Subject: Isolation Observations, thanks to Jan Richens
Half of us are going to come out of this quarantine as amazing cooks. The other half will
come out with a drinking problem.
I used to spin that toilet paper like I was on Wheel of Fortune. Now I turn it like I'm cracking
a safe.
I need to practice social-distancing from the refrigerator.
Still haven't decided where to go for Easter ----- The Living Room or The Bedroom…
PSA: every few days try your jeans on just to make sure they fit. Pajamas will have you
believe all is well in the kingdom.
Homeschooling is going well. 2 students suspended for fighting and 1 teacher fired for
drinking on the job.
I don't think anyone expected that when we changed the clocks we'd go from Standard
Time to the Twilight Zone.
This morning I saw a neighbour talking to her cat. It was obvious she thought her cat
understood her. I came into my house, told my dog..... we laughed
Quarantine Day 4: Went to this restaurant called THE KITCHEN. You have to gather all
the ingredients and make your own meal. I have no clue how this place is still in business.
Day 5 of Homeschooling: One of these little monsters called in a bomb threat.
I'm so excited --- it's time to take out the garbage. What should I wear?
Here is a little piece which should appeal particularly to any grandparents out there, as we
mostly can't meet up with the grandchildren at present.

YOU'LL NEVER ADAM AND EVE THIS! *
The Old Man in the garden says,"I made mistakes. What's done can't be undone. I'll try again
someday, but just now I'm tired and bored with them. Should I just squash the clay and start
again?"
The New Man says, "It's the Woman's fault. She talks too much and doesn't stop to think
enough. Why can't she just get the idea that I'm hungry and get me something to eat?"
The New Woman says, "That Man! Never talks to me unless he's demanding something to
eat, or making me make all the decisions. So - I make them and then they turn out wrong and
he blames me! So, I got it wrong. Am I supposed to be wise already?"
The New Child says, "Why have I got a Dad who doesn't talk and a Mum who talks too much?
How am I going to grow up knowing anything? They're going to die someday and leave me all
alone, so what about me? Who am I going to play with? How am I going to learn? Where am I
going to find a girl to marry?
Hey you! - Old Man - It's your fault isn't it? You made my Mum and Dad so it's got to be your
fault! What are you going to do about it?"
SO - the Old Man took the Child by the hand and they walked through the garden, the Old Man
bending over the child, heads together, pointing out bright new things to each other. They
looked at all the flowers and fruit and tasted some of them. They danced together under the
trees and out by the edge of the river and the child fell in, but the Old Man fished him out
again. They danced some more until they were both dry and breathless. Above all, they
laughed and joked and laughed again like nothing you've ever heard on earth.
That is why Mums and Dads can safely be left to argue and bicker and run the world in
whatever way they want to, while the Grandparents can safely be left to teach the
grandchildren that looking and laughing and dancing, pulling each other out of minor scrapes
and having fun are the really important things in life.
*For anyone who doesn't know, the title is cockney rhyming slang for 'you'll never believe this'
Elinor Kapp, 09.05.20.
__________________________________________________________________________

Lockdown reflections, by Barbara Ball
Positives
The kindness and caring of church friends
Family and Neighbours doing shopping for me.
Telephone calls, providing little treats which are much appreciated.
Things I have missed
Going to church services.
Going to the hairdressers!

SCHOOL DAYS — Tom Arthur
There was an encouragement circulating on Facebook recently to post your official high school or
university graduation photo in honour of all those whose graduation would be delayed this year by
the coronavirus pandemic.
American high school graduations were a big deal in my day, in the early sixties, and probably still
are. On the day, called “commencement” day (not an end to something as much as a new
beginning), the school gym was set up with chairs for the graduating class while proud parents and
friends sat up in the bleacher seats. We wore graduation gowns and mortarboard hats with tassels
and marched in to the tune of Elgar’s “Pomp and Circumstance” solemnly played by the school
concert band. The highest academic achiever among us, honoured as the “valedictorian”, would
give a speech to the rest of us and to the parents and friends, usually some sort of optimistic words
about our future. Then, one-by-one in alphabetical order, we would come forward to receive our
graduation certificates from the school principal.
In those days there would also have been what they called a “baccalaureate service” the day
before commencement. The baccalaureate service featured a farewell sermon preached to the
graduating class by one of the local ministers. For the class of 1962 this was my father, the local
Presbyterian minister. His text was Revelation 6, the “four horsemen of the Apocalypse.” As the
four horsemen emerge from the words of this final book of the Bible, we see them representing the
unfolding realities of a world that is falling apart.
First comes a rider on a white horse, potraying Conquest, a sword in his hand and a victory crown
on his head. I imagine here the demagoguery that passes for political leadership these
days—those who rise to power pandering to our need for a leader wrapped in the national flag,
championing our desire to feel we are always right and “they” are to blame for what’s going wrong.
Even listening to their point of view is a kind of betrayal. The feeling that we are right and victorious
is very, very pleasurable. Demagogues wouldn’t exist if this were not true.
Second comes a rider on a red horse who is given the authority to take peace from the earth. He
represents War, the natural follow-on from the kind of society thrilled by the experience of
Conquest, the former rider. Inspired by him, we slay one another.
The third rider, then, on a black horse, comes with weighing scales on which small amounts of
grain are balanced by extraordinary amounts of money. He represents Famine, not just the failure
of a harvest but the scarcity of resources as we scramble for survival, hoarding, competing, the
social collapse that comes when each of us is determined to be the last to die. This is what war,
that second horse, has done to us.
The fourth rider comes on a sickly pale horse. He represents Death. The four horsemen together,
we read, are given authority over an entire quarter of the earth to kill with sword, famine and
pestilence.
My dad’s motivation was to encourage our critical thinking—and critical living! As we commenced
our new live as citizens of the world together we would need the wisdom it takes to stop this story
from unfolding again. He and his generation had seen how the thrill of feeling that we alone
possess what is true and right and good can snowball into devastation for ourselves and the world
around us.
But even as we sat there listening in those seemingly unproblematic days of the early 1960s the
world was already gripped perhaps irrecoverably in the tensions we see unfolding today. Whether

or not the current pestilence escaped from a lab experimenting with biochemical warfare, it reveals
to us the intentions of such not-so-secret research being conducted by governments like the USA
and Russia and North Korea and God knows who else—not just China. Covid-19 exposes our
hypocrisy.
The pestilence has hit us at a time when the nations are shrinking away from a spirit of
interdependence and engagement, pursuing policies of dominance and unfettered competition,
leaving us ill-prepared for global emergency. The us-against-them world has got out of hand and
carried us with it.
There’s no getting around it. This is a mess we have allowed to happen. We’ve brought it on
ourselves just as we are bringing climate change on ourselves.
Naomi Klein wrote a book shortly after Trump was elected titled, “No Is Not Enough,” in which she
says saying “No!” to the kind of grand, victorious story being told about us by our leaders is not
enough. Just saying “No!” produces a kind of withdrawal from public life that is the worst kind of
social isolation. We need to discover an alternative story, the kind that is more about mutuality and
interdependence.
Honesty about living together as vulnerable people teaches us to listen and compromise, it gives
us the ability to face being wrong and to turn the “other” into the “neighbour”. What is “true”
becomes the experience of being true to one another.
As the story unfolds in the Book of Revelation, the vision of Emmanuel, God-with-us dawns with
the image of a new Jerusalem in which there is no need for a temple because God is with his
people. This God-with-us isn’t about possessing an ultimate truth. It is about a people who have
the capacity to listen, to accept complexity, to argue without demonising, to relax about proposals
taking a lot longer to get passed than one would reasonably expect. Life with God is life together
and it is messy.
Perhaps our own experience of living without a temple can be considered not so much as
something forced upon us but as a gift. It reminds us, quite paradoxically, that
“we’re-all-in-this-together,” or ought to be. We are given the opportunity to see that our fellowship
includes more than what clusters in church buildings. It most importantly includes the especially
vulnerable, the street people, the victims of domestic abuse, the poor, the refugee and the
dispossessed who always live less protected and more exposed. And daily statistics remind us of
our not-to-be-denied fellowship with the dying. Can we live more toward these and less toward
ourselves? The problem with church buildings is that they only attract like-minded people. They
impoverish our experience. Can we grasp an opportunity to do things very differently? Can we live
more richly?
There will be immense pressure, personally and as a church, nationally and internationally, to
simply go back to life as usual, as if we haven’t learned anything at all from what we’re going
through together. We’re already feeling this pressure, this anxiety. But is life as usual where we
really want to be? Must we be so uncritical?
Can we use this lockdown as a learning experience, study it, as if we were preparing for our
exams? Will we pass the test? I wonder what kind of a ‘commencement” service could possibly
cap such a learning experience, this“school” of our isolation. What language can we borrow for a
commencement address that will send us on our way into a new and different future?

Blue Sky Thinking
Let’s do this again, ground the planes for a while
and leave the runways to the racing hare,
the evening sky to Venus and a moon
so new it’s hardly there. Miss the deal,
the meeting, the wedding in Brazil.
Leave the shadowless Atlantic to the whale,
its song the only sound sounding the deep
except the ocean swaying on its stem.
Let swarms of jets at quiet airports sleep.
The sky’s not been this clean since I was born.
Nothing’s overhead but pure blue silence
and skylarks spiralling into infinite space,
a pair of red kites flaunting in the air.
No mark, no plane-trail, jet-growl anywhere.
Clarke, the third person to become National Poet of Wales, was inspired to write this
poem in 2010 by the ban on air travel in the UK due to the volcanic ash cloud emitted by
Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano in 2010. I find it cannily appropriate today.
Clarke writes: 'Poetry must always find new ways to sing, must be fresh, must surprise,
must take us by the heart with its song, its imagery, its syntax. But it can still be simple,
grammatical, and speak plain English.
Lucy Robinson
________________________________________________________________________
Two poems by Christian Wiman, contributed by Tom Arthur
“This mind of dying”
God let me give you now this mind of dying
fevering me back
into consciousness of all I lack
and of that consciousness becoming proud:
There are keener griefs than God
They come quickly, and in plain daylight,
leaving us with nothing, and the means to feel it.
My God my grief forgive my grief tamed in language
to a fear that I can bear.
Make of my anguish
more than I can make. Lord, hear my prayer.

“Every Riven Thing”
God goes, belonging to every riven thing he’s made
sing his being simply by being
the thing that is:
stone and tree and sky,
man who sings and sees and wonders why
God goes. Belonging, to every riven thing he’s made,
means a storm of peace.
Think of the atoms inside the stone.
Think of the man who sits alone
trying to will himself into a stillness where
God goes belonging. To every riven thing he’s made
there is given one shade
shaped exactly to the thing itself:
under the tree a darker tree;
under the man the only man to see
God goes belonging to every riven thing. He’s made
the things that bring him near, made the mind that makes him go.
A part of what man knows,
apart from what an knows,
God goes belonging to every riven thing he’s made.
from Every Riven Thing (New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2020)
________________________________________________________________________

Memories of Lockdown, Audrey Takle

Children playing hopscotch in the street and joining in the clapping on a
Thursday night.

Our faith, keeping us going.
Volunteers from our neighbours as well as the NHS and others.
Interesting telephone conversations with other Church members.
Doing school work at home, so that my parents do not have to nag me.
1 big get together when it is all over and clear for was to meet again.
9 weeks of lock-down so far, but I feel we have all survived it (with help from
Church members and friends).

Heed the call, Stay out of harm’s way
, May 2020
Covid 19 is a deadly dangerous bug,
Has cost untold devastation world-wide,
No-one in particular does it choose,
Leaves nowhere for any human to hide.
Our hospitals are crammed to the brim
Nurses, doctors, surgeons and patients, plus more,
Stretcher bearers, ambulances, waiting at the door,
Day after day, no respite, surgeries, chemists galore.
We go outside every Thursday to applaud the N.H.S.,
All the brave staff working tirelessly everywhere,
Giving donations to all causes, including vets and pets,
Kind people rally to help, everywhere and anywhere.
We heed the call, to oblige anyway we can
To stay at home is not a punishment - but for safety.
It’s saving precious lives, even teachers too you see,
Plus the people with health problems, but were free.
Let’s thank God for this, don’t be bitter, WE ARE HERE,
Give a thought to those who fought for life but sadly lost,
Having family around you still, even though lockdown apart,
Blame the virus covid 19, it was that, right from the start.
My family and I have telephone connections, to check each other,
We are spread far and wide, I worry for them, I always will,
No matter the bill or the cost, I will pay to hear their voices,
We cheer each other with laughter, share our news still.
I have very good neighbours, who ask if I need anything,
I thank them all - we are only a wall apart anyway,
I tell them my daughter shops for my needs, I’m fine,
Thanks be to the Lord for my blessings, Amen.
May all of you stay safe, From Iris Grimaldi

________________________________________________________________________
As Fiona has commented on our Buddy WhatsApp group, life has become a bit weird! I certainly
feel a bit strange. But also somewhat guilty. My daughter Helen and the Government have declared
me a protected species - not the highest level of vulnerability, but still worthy of having my
shopping done by Dave my son-in-law.
I do feel concern for the many who are much worse affected than me - those who have lost close
family members; those who suffer anxiety or abuse; those whose jobs are lost or at risk. So it’s not
easy to feel satisfaction that keeping out of people’s way is my present contribution to humanity!
And my economic state is not in immediate jeopardy. Also, whilst I’m not in favour of physical
isolation as a permanent way of life, I rather enjoy the worship, bible study and coffee mornings
on-line, building the family tree with my daughter on ancestry.com, and watching the re-runs of TV
documentaries that I missed first time round. Not to mention the endless phone calls.

Like many others, I wonder what life will be like after the pandemic. Will the UK and Welsh
Governments have the political will to address the needs of the environment with as much
determination as Nye Bevan built the NHS? Will the churches have the courage to envisage new
ways of being church? I remember that in the 1950s folk in our church in Leicester were regretting
that they missed opportunities at the end of WWII.
In 1945 I was an infant; dare I pray to the Lord that I will be open to change this time around?
Ken
______________________________________________________________________________
__

Our very own Sylvia Neate, singing the Welsh national
anthem from her doorstep.

Photographed by her neighbour, Richard.

________________________________________________________________________
Two poems
1. Thank you for being there for me,
To lend a listening ear;
For helping me to understand
And helping fog to clear.

3. Thanks for all the little things
You’ve done without a care.
I’m not sure what I would have done
If you had not been there.

2. Thank you for your kindness;
It means so much to me,
Knowing I can lean on you
For advice and honesty.

4. Thank you doesn’t seem enough,
But at least it’s a start,
And know these words of gratitude,
They come straight from the heart.

Carrie Hewlett

Another day beginning, Lord,
Who knows what it will bring?
Please keep me strong and cheerful, Lord,
And let my spirit sing.
So many are in need of love,
In need of comfort too.
Please let me show them hope and joy,
A little kindness too.
Another day ahead of me,
With battles I must win.
Lord, stay beside me all the way,
And give me strength within.
Iris Hesseldon

_____________________________________________________________
PASTORAL NEWS
It is time to share in our caring for each other:
We are sorry to hear about Jackie Wilkinson’s accident a few weeks ago. She was
riding on the cycle path at Sophia Gardens when she was pushed off her bike. She
became unconscious and was taken to hospital. We hope you are feeling better
now Jackie, and to let you know that you are in the thoughts and prayers of your
friends at CUC.
Also Sylvia Neate and Elinor Kapp have had falls during the last couple of weeks, but
they are both recovering well, according to the members of their Buddy Groups.
Rowena Davies is suffering from a nasty throat infection. We send our love to you
all and will remember you and your families in our prayers.
Two aunts of Hiroko have died from the Coronavirus in Japan. We think of Hiroko
and family at this sad time, and keep them in our thoughts and prayers. Hiroko, will
you please convey our sympathy to your parents when you are in contact with
them.
An aunt and uncle of Hugh Morgans died within a few days of each other. His uncle
was a couple of days off his 90th birthday and was the brother of Revd. John
Morgans We think of John, Norah and all of the family at this sad time.
Revd. Tom Arthur is still having tests and we think of him and Marieke, and hope
that you will feel better soon.

Audrey T.
Two poems by Jan Richens
Light
The light shone through the leaded glass
And landed on the simple vase,
Within the vase golden flowers shone bright,
That was not seen before the light.
Behind the clouds the sky is blue,
After rain the sun shines through,
After dark there’s always light,
But when this seems untrue
Remember JESUS.
When sometimes we are in the dark,
And do not feel we make a mark,
Think of Christ, this world’s light,
Then with his help we’ll shine bright.

Music
Music is everywhere,
In the soul and in the air,
The chatter of friends we love to meet,
The sound of a child playing in the street,
Music lifts the mood when we are low,
Listening to melodies of long ago.
Music means different things,
Birds that sing, bells that ring,
The buzz of bees, wind in the trees,
For some orchestra, jazz or drum,
Others just like to strum.
Music is everywhere,
To sing or play, or just have fun,
To listen brings us much joy.
Beauty of melody and voice,
For all kinds of music we rejoice.
________________________________________________________________________
Barbara Jones is now back from her daughter’s and wishes to thank her neighbours and

friends for their support.

Prayer Call
June
1st
Liz Williams and family
2nd Kenneth Woods
3rd
Rita, Francis, Gloria, Gabriel
and Michael
4th
Tom and Marieke Arthur
5th
Chris and Megan Atherton
6th
Geraint Atherton
7th
Trinity Sunday – Thanks for good
and
relationships
8th
Gwyn Atherton
9th
Lowri and Amelia Baldwin
10th Barbara Ball
11th Keith Bick
12th Catherine Blakemore
13th Doreen Cassam
14th Missionaries
15th Debbie Cheshire, Paige and Lola
16th David Cooke
17th Clive Curtis and Constantino
Dumangane
18th Fred and Rowena Davies
19th David Dean, Martha McInnes
and family
20th Ann Dobbins
21st Children at risk
22nd Marc and Alison Dummer
23rd Gareth Dyer
24th Hiroko, Richard and Emily Edge
25th Toni Edwards
26th Eva Elliott
27th Calum Ellis
28th Doctors and nurses
29th Alan Farnham
30th Barbara Farnham
July
1st
Ceri and Phil George
2nd Linda Gibbs
3rd
Rachel, Kate, Evan and Emily Gill
4th
Bronwyn Gregory

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Bronwyn Gregory
Rob, Fiona, Isobel and Alistair
Harding
Jean Hawkins
Barbara Jones
Sian, Joshua and Harri Jones
Elinor Kapp
11th Olaide, Taiwo, Ore, Korede

Nifemi Kassim
12th URC General Assembly
13th Jenny Keenor
14th Beverley, Christopher, Ioan and
Evelyn Kibble
15th Ann and Tom Lloyd
16th Angie Luther
17th Cindy, Arwyn and Nye McCabe
18th Millie McQuade
19th Transport workers
20th Audrey Morgan
21st Barbara, Hugh and Bence Morgans
22nd Sylvia Neate
23rd Danielle Phillips, Laura, Will, Cian
and Ruby
24th Mandy and Steve Phillips
25th Abigail, Matt, Brooke and Toby
Powell
26th Artists and writers
27th Julie Richards
28th Janice Richens
29th Lucy Robinson and Andrew
Wilson-Dickson
30th Barbara Smith
31st David and Malou Smith
August
1st
Audrey Takle
2nd Migrants and refugees
3rd
David and Joy Thompson
4th
Alison Walker
5th
Nancie Waterfield

6th
7th

Liz Williams and family
Ken Woods

Sunday Lectionary Readings from Roots
7th June,2020: Genesis 1.1–2.4a; Psalm 8; 2 Corinthians 13.11-13; Matthew 28.16-20
Worship and witness: Matthew 28.16-20
Jesus has summoned his disciples to a mountain in Galilee. He tells them that all authority
is his and that they should make disciples all over the world, baptizing them and teaching
them to obey his commandments. He promises to be with them always.
14th June, 2020: Exodus 19.2-8a; Psalm 100; Romans 5.1-8; Matthew 9.35-10.8 (9-23)
Call to action: Matthew 9.35-10.8 (9-23)
Matthew gives an overview of Jesus’ ministry – teaching, proclaiming the gospel and
healing people. Then Jesus gives his disciples the commission and authority to replicate
and extend this ministry more widely.
21st June 2020: Jeremiah 20.7-13; Psalm 69.7-10,11-15,16-18; Romans 6.1b-11;
Matthew 10.24-39
When the going gets tough: Matthew 10.24-39
Matthew continues Jesus’ teaching on mission to the world. Jesus points out that the
disciples must expect some opposition, including possibly from their own families, since
Jesus himself has been opposed and called names. He reminds them that God loves and
values them as a father.
28th June 2020: Jeremiah 28.5-9; Psalm 89.1-4,15-18; Romans 6.12-23; Matthew
10.40-42
In the name of...Matthew 10.40-42
Jesus concludes his teaching on mission by stressing the close identification between
Father God, Jesus himself, those who go in his name, and those who receive his followers
in the right spirit.
5th July, 2020: Zechariah 9.9-12; Psalm 145.8-14; Romans 7.15-25a; Matthew 11.16-19,
25-30
Learn from me: Matthew 11.16-19, 25-30
Jesus notes that both he and John the Baptist failed to meet people’s expectations. Jesus
thanks God that the point of his ministry has been revealed to the simple rather than the
wise and calls on people to learn how to live from him.
12th July 2020: Isaiah 55.10-13; Psalm 65. (1-8),9-13; Romans 8.1-11; Matthew
13.1-9,18-23
Once upon a time: Matthew 13.1-9,18-23
Jesus tells the crowds a parable of seed being sown onto different sorts of ground. Later,
he explains it to the disciples as an illustration of how different people respond to hearing
the word of the kingdom.

19th July 2020: Isaiah 44.6-8; Psalm 86.11-17; Romans 8.12-25; Matthew 13.24-30,36-43
A world of wheat and weeds: Matthew 13.24-30, 36-43
Jesus tells a seed-related parable about the kingdom of God, and provides its explanation:
that evil and its agents in the world will persist alongside the good, despite the coming of
the kingdom of God that Jesus was proclaiming.
26th July,2020: 1 Kings 3.5-12; Psalm 119.129-136; Romans 8.26-39; Matthew 13.
31-33,44-52
Secrets of the kingdom: Matthew 13.31-33, 44-52
Jesus tells parables that seek to convey what the kingdom of heaven is ‘like’ or ‘similar to’.
Some are about the way it grows and spreads, others stress its value compared to
anything else in life.
2nd August 2020: Isaiah 55.1-5; Psalm 145.8-9,14-21; Romans 9.1-5; Matthew 14.13-21
The hour is late: Matthew 14.13-21
In a dramatically political atmosphere, Jesus organises a meal for a multitude in the
wilderness as a sign of compassion, and a lesson to the disciples that they need to look
around them, see the need and meet it.
______________________________________________________________________________

CANTON UNITING CHURCH was established in 1995 when New Trinity United Reformed
Church joined with Llandaff Road Baptist Church and in 2013 joined with Grand Avenue
United Reformed Church Ely which in 2005 had united with Saintwell URC. We are
committed to ecumenism through our links with Cytûn, the Covenanted Churches and
Churches Together in Canton. Our previous minister was the Chair of the Committee of
the Covenanted Baptists which, with the Church in Wales, the Presbyterian, Methodist and
United Reformed Churches seeks to bring about the goal of uniting together.
CONTACTS
Ministers:

Revd. Martha McInnes - Tel.: 07519 831405
Revd. David Dean - Tel.: 07772 714388

Secretary:

Mrs Fiona Harding
23 Llanfair Road, Cardiff CF11 9PZ - Tel: 029 2025 7783
Email: cucsecretary@hotmail.co.uk

Treasurer:

Mrs Beverley Kibble
75 Bartley Wilson Way, Cardiff CF11 8EN – Tel: 029 2140 6306
Email: bubbev71@yahoo.co.uk

Chair:

Mrs Alison Walker
Tel: 029 20221380.
Email: a.m.walker47@googlemail.com

Website: www.cantonuniting.org.uk
USUAL WEEKLY DIARY & MONTHLY EVENTS CANCELLED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

AND FINALLY … Please hand in material for the next Newslink to Barbara Ball or Hugh
Morgans by the end of the Morning service on Sunday 26th July, 2020

